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Minutes of the Departmental 

meeting held on 24.03.2022 

 Members present: 

Dr. Swapan Kumar Misra, Principal, Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya  

1. Prof Jonaki Biswas, Associate Professor & HOD ,Department of Political Science 

2. Prof Jyoti Mitra, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science 

3. Prof Chandan Naru, Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science  

4. Sri Arpan Roy, SACT Teacher, Department of Political Science  

5. Sri Snehasis Mondal, SACT Teacher, Department of Political Science  

A short meeting was arranged at 1.00 pm regarding the publication of Wall 

Magazine  in the  Department. All teachers of the department joined the meeting in 

scheduled time. Prof Jonaki Biswas  chaired the meeting. 
 

Decision taken in the meeting is: 

(1) It is decided that Prof Jonaki Biswas, will Coordinate to publish this  

Wall Magazine . 
                           ( 2 ) It is decided that interested Students will  

                                 contact Prof Jonaki Biswas to submit their  

                                writings through her Email.Id  

                               jonaki.shinjini@gmail.com . 

 

(2) It is decided in this meeting, that the publication of the Wall Magazine will be held 

on 7th April, 2022 at Room no 211. 

 
It is decided that  HOD will forward the matter for approval of this Wall Magazine to  

Academic Sub-committee. Departmental Teachers will help students to publish this Wall 

Magazine. 

The meeting  ended with vote of thanks,given  by Prof. Jonaki Biswas.

mailto:jonaki.shinjini@gmail.com




The Department of Political Science at Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya proudly unveiled its  
Wall Magazine, titled "Bishoy Jokhon Rajneeti," on April 7, 2022, accompanied by a vibrant 
celebration in the college premises. The overarching theme of the Wall Magazine was "We do 
not want war, but peace," reflecting a collective aspiration for global harmony on present violent 
situation caused by the War between Russia and Ukraine . The magazine featured a rich array of 
articles and poems that explored various facets of this pivotal subject. 
The inauguration ceremony was graced by the presence of the esteemed Principal, Dr. Swapan 

Kumar Misra. To commence the event, a soulful song, skillfully rendered by students from the 

department under the leadership of the Music Department, set a harmonious tone. The 

gathering included not only all the college teachers but also departmental educators such as 

Jonaki Biswas,Jyoti Mitra, Chandan Naru, Arpan Roy, and Snehasis Mondal, along with the 

enthusiastic participation of students and representatives from the Students' Union. 

Dr. Swapan Kumar Misra, serving as the chief guest, inaugurated the Wall Magazine by 

ceremoniously cutting the ribbon. Following this, he delivered a motivational speech 

encouraging students to nurture their creative abilities through diverse activities, including 

writing poems, articles, stories, and engaging in crafting and painting. Principal Misra 

underscored the profound significance of publishing a Wall Magazine in fostering the mental 

and creative growth of students, emphasizing its positive impact on society.This Wall Magazine 

was edited by Sangita Pal,a student of 6th semester of the Department. Students ,who wrote on 

this Wall Magazine explained their main motto of their writings on the Wall Magazine. They 

beautifully portraited the curse of war in human civilization and how peace is necessary for the 

wellbeing of our planet. 

Several teachers from various departments delivered succinct yet impactful speeches about the 

goals and objectives behind the annual publication of the Wall Magazine, inspiring students to 

contribute actively. Professor Jonaki Biswas, as the Head of the Department, expressed her 

appreciation for the dedicated efforts of departmental students in crafting this knowledge-

centric publication. She conveyed gratitude for their valuable contributions to the Wall 

Magazine project. Other departmental teachers also shared their insights and encouragement 

during the event. 

To culminate the celebration, all participants gathered in the college grounds for a symbolic 

gesture of unity. Together, they released tri-colored gas balloons, mirroring the hues of the 

Indian National Flag. This uplifting activity aimed to convey a message of harmony and peace to 

our beloved nation, India. The event, marked by its cultural richness and meaningful 

contributions, left a lasting impression on all those present, fostering a spirit of creativity, unity, 

and commitment to societal betterment.
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Wall Magazine Publication going on ….



 
 

 

 

 

 

             Creativity meets enthusiasm…. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                

 



 
                             

 

 

 

       

 

 





 
                      

                  Students and their mentors…. 
 



 
 

            

 

 

 
 

                   Let's pray for peace…. 
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           Links  

       

          https://twitter.com/MugberiaM/status/1512076903704043523/photo/2 

         

          https://twitter.com/MugberiaM/status/1512078187806990336/photo/1  
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